
AMCS 
SCALE HOUSE

Read more about the AMCS Platform

The waste and recycling industry’s only integrated, scalable platform that gives you a 
360-degree view into your business and rapidly Turns Your Valuable Resources Into 
Revenue™!

Overview
AMCS Scale House provides users 
with specific software solutions for 
scale houses; allowing landfill, transfer 
& recycling facility operators and 
management to track materials by 
origin, destination, weight, volume, units 
and more! Specializing in making data 
management easy, our NTEP (National 
Type Evaluation Program) certified 
software is fully customizable or 
off-theshelf to meet all your business 
needs.

With a seamless, easy-to-use interface, 
scale house operators can create scale 
tickets with speed and simplicity all 
while capturing the most pertinent 
data required for specific reporting 
requirements.

Flexible pricing options available within 
the AMCS Scale system allow for 
charges by customer, material, profile 
or charge using your standard pricing, 
tiered pricing, price sheets, retroactive 
pricing, rounding, short tags and 
prepayments.

Using the latest technology, you can 
keep your data secure by setting 
user and operator specific security 
levels maintaining control of your 
system security as well as operator 
accountability.

Featured Highlights
	X Weigh and track commodities 
with our Floor Scale module and 
innovative Multi- Compartment 
Recycling Ticketscreen

	X Email/Fax Invoices and Statements 
— Go paperless by emailing and/
or faxing customer invoices and 
statements directly from the system.

	X Randomly inspect and validate load 
content at the gatehouse

	X Adjust load mixes in real time on your 
wireless handheld computer

	X Reduce administrative overhead by 
using our improved and enhanced

	X QuickBooks AP® integration or upload 
data to virtually any other accounting 
software

	X Stage an unlimited number of trucks 
simultaneously

	X Split loads based on percentage 
or actual weight of multiple 
commodities from multiple origins

	X View, print and export over 
100 standard reports based on 
commodity, origin, carrier, ingoing/
outgoing, date range and more or 
design custom reports as needed

	X Automatically collect tare weights on 
outbound loads

	X Track origins by county, material, 
category and customer class

	X Store tare weights and default 
information on in-house and 
customer vehicles and trailers/boxes

	X Track redemption rates on unlimited 
commodities

	X Maintain site and yard inventory

https://www.amcsgroup.com/platform?utm_source=download-brochure&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=brochure-scalehouse


AMCS Scale house

Additional modules
	X LEED Tracking

	X Camera Interface

	X Signature Capture

	X Credit Card Processing

	X Drivers Licenses Scanning

	X Silent Scale Operator

	X Document Management

	X Fingerprint Capture

	X Enterprise Reporting

	X Email/Fax Scale Tickets

	X Mobile Solutions for load checking

	X Cash Drawer integration

	X Unattended/Driver-Assisted 
terminals for un-manned scale 
houses


